
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Summary: 
 
The end of  “cheap” 
 
The end of "cheap oil" has arrived.  The price hit $139 a barrel recently,-and will pass $200 by the 
end of this year.  The end of "cheap food" is now quickly following it. And textiles and clothing are 
next. 
Commodity prices of cotton, poly-anything, energy, and transport are going through the roof. And 
the global "fast fashion" system (of H&M, Zara and their like), was designed for a world with oil at 
$50-a-barrel. Not $250.  The era of "cheap clothes" is coming to an end. -And global crisis is 
everywhere. 
So where do we go from here? 
       
Geoffrey B. Small, an American avant-garde designer who lives and works in Italy near Venice is 
working on it.  This month during the Paris men’s fashion week, he will present his new collection 
for Spring/summer 2009 entitled “Pixels.Mosaics.Patchworks. a new look at wardrobe, life and 
planet.” The collection focuses on maximizing long-term value to the customer, recycling, local 
sourcing (using the best of today’s made in Italy resources), maximizing levels of handwork in the 
product, organic hand-dyeing and treatment techniques, patchwork, pixilated elements-digital 
imagery and mosaics, historical reference and its relevance to today,  limited quantities-artisanal 
production and micro-scaling, with distribution exclusively through Paris collection retailers and 
the Cloud.  Probably not so easy to find or buy, but well worth the investment and the effort.  
 
By appointment only in Paris 28 June to 1 July.  
www.geoffreybsmall.net 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
PIXELS.MOSAICS.PATCHWORKS 
a new look at wardrobe, life and planet 
 
Problem challenges and definitions 
 
The price of oil hit 139 dollars last Friday as a result of an Israeli vice-prime minister expected to run in the next prime-
ministerial election stated that "bombing Iran by the end of this year is inevitable." The price of oil is widely expected 
to pass well over 200 dollars this year. 
 
A vicious circle is now ensuing...Gas stations all over Spain are now empty due to trucker's striking high fuel prices.  
The cost of fish in Europe is skyrocketing as fishermen strike for the same reasons.  Barcelona is out of water and is 
importing its water now on giant supertankers to survive. North Carolina is also out of water and must shut down its 
nuclear power plants to save water consumption. New York city is again experiencing record heat waves of 38 degrees 
in early June. And floods in 2008 are at a record worldwide, due to higher extremes of weather being caused by global 
warming.  
 
Food riots are sweeping across the world from Haiti to Bangladesh to Mexico to Egypt. 16 Egyptians have died in 
violence related to obtaining bread. Egypt must import all of its wheat, the price of wheat has skyrocketed, and the 
average Egyptian family now spends over 80 percent of their income only for food. The Nile which for millenia was 
one of  the world's most fertile rivers, is now infertile as a result of the construction of the Aswan Dam in the 1950's to 
create hydro-electric power. The silt and nutrients that supplied the crops to build the civilization that built the 
Pyramids now sits at the bottom of the lake, and the dam that created them, unable to reach the soil where they are 
needed to grow the country's wheat and rice. They are not alone. China's new 3 gorges dam, the largest human 
construction project in the world is now having the same effect on the Yangtze river system, and will affect hundreds of 
millions of people who have depended upon it as a source of food and food production.  
 
The world's experts say that without immediate cutting of greenhouse gas emissions worldwide "dangerous and 
irreversible climate change disaster" is unavoidable. For millions of flood and drought victims in Iowa, Burma, 
Germany, England, Wisconsin, Missouri, North Carolina, Australia, Sri Lanka, Jakarta, Peru, Mozambique, India and 
Israel --"the disaster" is already here. Add in additionally unforecastable earthquakes in China, Japan, Greece and 
elsewhere and it seems that catastrophe is contagious...Who will be next? 

Basic numbers are clearly alarming. In 1950, 3 billion humans lived on the Earth. Today 6 billion. And in 40 years, 10 
billion. All burning fuels, and needing and consuming more and more water, food, and resources. But the earth's 
resources are now rapidly shrinking, not growing. Only 2 percent of the earth's surface has fertile topsoil (which must 
provide the entire world's food supply) and it is being rapidly diminished and reduced by human industrial and 
agricultural overdevelopment and deforestation. Thus… the end of "cheap oil" has arrived. The end of "cheap food" has 
followed it. The end of "cheap water" has also arrived and wars are now being fought for it, and will increase. And 
textiles and clothes are next-- the era of "cheap clothes" is coming to an end as they are dependent on water, cheap 
energy, available fertile soil, and global transportation like everything else... 

So, where do we go from here? Solutions: 

As a designer of clothing and what we call fashion, we must readapt our approach entirely to a world spiraling into 
chaos by a system of human civilization and philosophies that is not working--and whether humanity likes it or not--
will change rapidly. After more than 30 years in the field, and more than 15 years at the Paris designer collections level, 
no period in my career has been more challenging and more important than this one. While our impact may be limited 
to a small circle, we must ask ourselves "what can we do?" And as our specialty and focus has been always at the 
forefront of the avant-garde, we must also look and try to predict where things are going. Our goal in these difficult 
times as an independent designer, continues to be to survive and maintain our name and work by developing and 
introducing exclusive  new solutions in design, manufacture and services that others in the industry will try to copy and 
follow.  

For the spring/summer 2009 Geoffrey B. Small Limited Edition men's collection,entitled "Pixels.Mosaics.Patchworks. 
A new look at wardrobe, life and planet," we will focus on the following fundamental concepts and approaches: 

Maximizing long-term value to the customer. 

The new economic realities of today demand that rich or poor, every penny counts. With customers now realizing that 
low-prices are no guarantee of saving money in the long run, the adage of "you get what you pay for" is ringing more 
true than ever. Designers working and still producing in western industrialized countries must now really deliver... the 
very best money can buy. Especially in Europe where we must price in Euros, the world's most expensive currency 
today, no designer product can rely any longer on its name, image  and advertising alone. It only has a place now if it 
truly offers superior design, fit, comfort, performance, long-term value and community benefit both at the local and the 
global level. A "19.99" article that steals its design from a Paris runway collection, promotes and uses slave labor and 
consumes a long chain of energy and resources and produces an equally long chain of greenhouse gas emissions in its 



production and delivery to the marketplace, fits poorly, use uncomfortable fabric, looks cheap, and falls apart after only 
a month and several washings, and then  needs to be replaced and repurchased again 5-6 times a year, is no bargain at 
all. Even more so, if it is priced at 1050.00 and carries a famous label, yet is a product of the same system and  
standards of ethics and morality. The designer of the 21st century must work double and triple-time to merit his/her 
place in the new economy where the world and civilisation as we know it will be at stake. With a diminishing middle 
class, they will need to offer clothing with performance that people's lives can depend upon, and with the increasingly 
wealthy super-rich, a product that competes with the return on investment of their financial holdings, houses, travel, art, 
boat or Aston Martin.  Nothing less will be worth buying.  

Recycling 

Reduce, reuse, recycle is the mantra behind the most important challenge we face as a species--balancing the needs of 
over 10 billion human beings with the earth's available and sustainable resource levels. For us, this does not mean any 
sacrifice or lowering of quality and standards. We have been leaders in recycle design in fashion for over 15 years, and 
we view it as both an art and science that has a 10,000 year history... a unique metier that yields incredibly beautiful, 
unique and efficient solutions and results. We don’t like waste, and every chance we have to use what we already have, 
what already exists at hand-- represents unique economic, environmental and artistic opportunity. Add that to the fact, 
that reduced energy consumption, landfill use, transport, and reduced methane and carbon emissions is a standard 
benefit from almost all recycled designs in our collections.  In this particular collection, we have about 60% of the 
component level derived from recycled or reused materials.  Our Live and Let Live deluxe leather bags are made from 
100 percent recycled vintage leathers, and offer dramatic reduction of methane and carbon emission footprint versus 
more famous luxury bag products, and earned a special commission for Louis Vuitton Japan’s members-only penthouse 
store in 2006. 

Local focus: the very best of today's Made in Italy 

The rising costs of global transport and their subsequent greenhouse gas emissions is creating a new reason for work to 
travel less and less. Therefore, the sourcing and assemblies of product need to be performed as locally as possible. 
From food to clothing. The limitations are that the globalization and industrial specialization systems of the past 25-50 
years have degraded many of the skill levels of people to do now what is necessary at a local level to furnish their life 
needs. Most of us in the wealthy industrialized world have no idea how to find water in the ground, grow our own food, 
build our own house, or make our own clothes. We are totally dependent for our basic life needs of water, food, shelter 
and clothing on a system that is in the process of breaking down.  Indeed, the primary reason I, an American designer 
am not living and working in America is because no one was left there who could make or produce my clothing ideas 
anymore.  Luckily, in Italy there are still some who can (although their numbers are diminishing rapidly now as a result 
of the euro-valuation, globalization process and the eradication of the middle class market worldwide). Italy today is 
still the leading place in the world for advanced luxury and artisan materials and suppliers. I came to Italy 8 years ago 
for one reason: to make and design some of the best clothes in the world, and I am still here for exactly the same 
reason.  We have developed a unique network of the world’s most advanced industrial and artisanal suppliers for 
fabrics, components, accessories, threads and treatments. From Europe’s oldest cashmere mill (Fratelli Piacenza 1733) 
to the world’s greatest linen maker (Michele Solbiati Sasil),  to passionate button-makers in Parma (Fontana) and a 
medieval expert metalworker in Siena (Stirpe) who make gorgeous unique and undeniably handmade pieces. Across the 
entire spectrum of suppliers we have the world’s very best technical, cultural, and artistic  working masters all within a 
maximum radius of 250km and a local rate phone call, at our fingertips….for a designer aiming to make a world leader 
product, it’s literally a dream come true.  

Maximizing levels of handwork in the product 

But for today and tomorrow’s leading clothing concepts,  just putting together great materials and components into a 
standard package and slapping a designer label on, is not at all enough any more.  Indeed, what I have found most 
devastated in the Italian fashion system, is the deskilling and stripping out of the industry’s once revered tailoring, 
sewing and assembly capabilities.  In their mad rush to become global corporate titans, the captains of the clothing and 
design industry have moved their sewing and production operations to Romania, Turkey, Morocco, and China—vastly 
degrading the quality of their product and the made in Italy image – while leaving their own people at home without 
work or future prospects.  Nowhere can you see this more painfully, than where I live: a small town near Venice called 
Cavarzere.  Once a town of 30,000 bustling with production work for the likes of Diesel, Replay, Benetton, Stefanel, 
Armani, Belstaff, and many others, today the town counts less than 13,000 and more than 70% of its factories are 
closed and out of business.  With no industry left and no new generation entering,  the biggest problem facing us is the 
lack, and indeed the loss, of talented and trained people who know how to make the clothes anymore.  For me,  there 
was only one solution after an initial attempt to produce my work with a producer under license, I decided to start my 
own micro-manufacturing company in Italy and begin to make the products myself and to slowly develop and train a 
few serious people to an entirely new level of mastery in clothes-making, based upon my own 30 years of experience 
and study of making great clothes by hand.  Today, we find ourselves making limited edition collections with a 
maximum production of about 550 pieces for the world per season in our  apartment workrooms at Cavarzere Venezia.  
For the past 7 years, we have been steadily increasing the amounts of handwork involved in the creation of our pieces, 
and we can now state that the handmade component of our work is one of the highest in the designer industry bar none. 
Our focus has not been just to reproduce effects of “a day gone by,” but to look at and arrive at new and forward-



looking applications of hand-work on modern 21st century life and design as we know it.  We have pursued this course 
both out of our passion, and out of commercial response: it sells… the more hand made and difficult to produce the 
piece is, the better it generally sells for us in the Paris collection arena.  Now, we are suddenly finding it is becoming 
efficient too.  Hand work requires no electricity, petroleum or machinery. It emits no carbon or methane into the 
atmosphere. It provides life skills and work to human beings and enables them to create garments autonomously with 
less dependency on a system with vastly diminishing resources (for example, one of us can execute a beautiful hand 
slip-stitch down a jacket front ourselves with just a needle, thread and know-how, far faster, less expensively, and more 
beautifully than the classic AMF machine system industrial alternative unit.)  And it creates high value works that are 
beautiful, unique and meaningful in a multitude of ways. The return to handwork is also leading us to a new world of  
artistic perspectives and directions that we are continuously pursuing and experiencing as we increase this new 
interpretation to maximize a very old application.   

Organic hand dyeing and treatment techniques 

We have learned that the hand work concept is not at all limited to the cutting, sewing and assembly of our ideas.  
During my time in Italy, I have had a marvelous chance to study and develop a wide and growing array of ways to treat 
and alter fabrics and materials and add new layers of dimensions to our design concepts, starting with established 
masters working in Italy, and then on my own in our studios at Cavarzere. Some of the most exciting and beautiful 
results have come from years of hand-dyeing our clothes in a long list of organic dyes and substances that each yield 
special results.  Like hand clothes-making, hand dyeing with organic materials is a very sustainable technology that 
uses far less carbon-generated energy than traditional industrial procedures.  For our spring/summer men’s 2009 
collection, we are continuing to explore  700 year-old medieval hand dying techniques using real vegetables like 
onions, hibiscus and tea leaves to create remarkable and subtle patinas on the cloth fabrics. The process was used for 
millennia before the onset of the industrial revolution, and the waste water from this process is totally safe to put back 
into the ground as it uses no fixers or unorganic chemicals…amazing, no?  With other organic based dyes that do use 
fixers, we are reducing the fixer proportions to lower and lower levels. We are also introducing a new spectrum of 
fabrics where we have used an extraction process using hand dyeing techniques to take existing color out of given 
fabric.  It is time-consuming, but we are really excited about the final results, especially in t-shirts and cotton jerseys.  

Patchwork 

A combination of factors is leading to a radical increase in the cost and availability of textiles and fabrics in the years 
ahead. Petroleum and energy prices are skyrocketing, both being fundamental in the production of cloth to power the 
machinery and factories, and ship material and work worldwide a multitude of times to arrive at finished product.  
Further, petroleum is the basic substance required to make any number of fibres from polyester to polyamide to nylon,  
and all of these will become more expensive and harder to come by as the demand for petroleum from energy-related  
providers continues to increase.  Cotton must be cultivated and grown, and is now under intense re-examination, it 
consumes very large amounts of water and dangerous pesticides and currently is unable to compete as a viable 
economic crop against corn which is being grown for ethanol. As a result, its cost and availability is also skyrocketing. 
Other vegetable fibres such as linen face similar problems. Wool relies on the cultivation and maintenance of animals 
(sheep) with the additional cost burdens involved of water, food, shelter, energy. Viscose is made of cellulose (wood 
pulp) and like paper carries with it not only costs of water, cultivation, transport and energy—but the even more costly 
effect of deforestation which sooner or later will carry massive penalties for the perpetrators of this suicidal practice. 
Between the petroleum based fibres and cotton fibres, the basic elements used for affordable cloth as an option are 
disappearing.  As for the luxury fibres, they are already high and will only go higher. Combine this with the massive 
reduction in people who are able, and know how to make cloth, especially in the west, and fabric cloth like all other 
products of the earth’s resources, is on its way to become very precious and very scarce indeed.  We therefore, need to 
look again at fabric material, and examine how to make use of every square centimeter, which leads us directly to 
patchwork applications.  Utilized and refined by frugal families in 19th century Great Britain who often used swatches 
from used tailor’s fabric books to create composite articles of extremely high craftsmanship and beauty, the use of 
small or remnant pieces of fabric cut and sewn together to create larger surfaces and products begins to make sense 
again today.   

Pixelated elements digital imagery, mosaics 

As we looked further into patchwork techniques not only from the United Kingdom, but also among South American, 
Asian and American Amish cultures, we began to recognize a common fundamental pattern. No matter how 
sophisticated or complex the final design result can be, its core construction is built upon individual pieces cut along 
straight lines either squares, rectangles or triangles.  Although there are some minor uses of curved edges, the 
fundamental building blocks are rectangles, triangles and in by far the most cases, squares. The genius of the patchwork 
designer is thus to make large complex shapes, forms and images from an innumerable quantity of relatively tiny 
squares. The immediate parallels drawn are the tiny squares of marble or stone that greek, roman and muslim artisans 
used to create the art of mosaics; and the millions of pixels that are the foundation of digital art and imagery now in 
mass-use by our global civilization today.  The fundamental artistic and visual thinking connections from textile and 
clothes-making,  to ancient stonework, to modern day digital imagery, was an irresistible theme for a new solution with 
a timeless aspect to it that I found very intriguing. While, we would surely raise the labor-intensive component of the 
designs, we did ourselves have a large stock of small sample and remnant meters of beautiful Italian top-shelf fabrics 



with which we could begin to experiment.  And so we did, with some remarkable and refreshing results.  We further 
developed special digital prints of  images of 11th century mosaics from the floors of Venice’s Basilica San Marco 
cathedral, on an advanced west german textile transfer paper which was stitched onto garments as an alternative to silk 
screen prints—enabling us to further integrate the concept of digital and mosaic into the collection in a definite way.  

Historical reference and its relevance to today 

As the initiators of the Napoleonic-era style in 2004, and the medieval-style in 2006, and the Enlightenment 16th 
century look presented in our fall/winter 2008 works, we are known among insiders as being quite strong in using 
historical research and reference and applying it to steering avant-garde fashion into new directions and social and 
political thinking.  The fact that so many other designers watch our Paris collections and eventually utilize our 
innovations for their own interpretations lends credence that a knowledge of history can be a useful thing, even in 
fashion.  Now more than ever, as we urgently seek balance and sustainability at the climax of the industrial age, a 
knowledge of history and how our ancestors lived and managed their environment and resources is invaluable.  For 
10,000 years humans made due without electricity, gas, nuclear power, petroleum, airplanes, automobiles and the 
myriad of electric appliances and gadgets that we now cannot seem to live without.  Perhaps because I am a history and 
culture-starved American living in Italy, now with a seemingly unending discovery of how people lived on this 
continent that is still recorded and available (unlike at home where the culture of our native population was wiped out 
in the 19th century)… I am constantly amazed and reminded of the blip in time that our ‘way of life’ represents in the 
general scheme of things.  And I am constantly amazed at how many simple, elegant and efficient solutions, as well as 
mistakes and warnings, of how not to handle our current problems, lie in studying and looking at how people lived 
before us.  Since our first Paris collections, we have made a commitment to use the medium of fashion as an Art form 
and a communications medium to speak to a generation of people not just about how to look, but also about how to be, 
and how to think—our view of a different kind of lifestyle company than most, perhaps.  In the 1990’s , we pioneered 
recycling in designer fashion along with Martin Margiela and Lamine Kouyate of Xuly Bet, and spoke out about 
America’s violent society. In January 2003, we were one of the very first designers to publicly come out against the 
planned U.S. invasion of Iraq. In 2004, our series of Napoleonic collections warned against the risks of global empire 
created in the name of liberty. In 2006, our series of medieval collections  began to define the emergence of the new 
global feudalism and its eroding and devastating effects on middle classes everywhere.  And in 2008, we  launched the 
initiative  “do something” with a new 16th century style that embodies the Enlightenment, hope, and the taking of 
positive action to solve defined problems in the world around us.  

Limited quantities and artisanal production. Micro-scaling. 

Reducing the amount and quantities of product and making things that last as long as possible is a tantamount to the 
new wardrobe philosophy. It takes a tremendous amount of skill, time and work to make a Geoffrey B. Small limited 
edition article, and it is financially and logistically impossible to overdistribute and over produce.  Every piece must 
count for maker and wearer.  If clothing is going to cost more, it must contain less waste, and that includes pieces that 
are produced on speculation using slave labor tactics. Micro-scale design and production specifically targeted to 
individual niche customers in exclusive and limited series is the logical sustainable approach. 

Distribution: Paris and The Cloud  
 
Only the most efficient and sustainable methods of distribution must be considered as well. Serious research and avant-
garde clothing design has only one efficient market showplace in the world: the Paris designer fashion weeks.  With 
travel budgets in both time and money shrinking for retail buyers, concentration has taken place in the international 
fashion capitals circuit.  For both buyers and designers of avant-garde and first in the world conceptual research, Paris 
is the only game in town. So, inspite of rising travel costs and challenges, the collection must be presented in Paris and 
will be.  Additional secondary access to the collection designs is also feasible via our website online.  Due to the 
extreme levels of copying our designs by industry however,  we do not show new collection concepts on our publicly 
accessible website www.geoffreybsmall.net.  Instead, we have slowly built up a private authorized members only 
website that offers a vast archive of current and past works available for special order service  directly from our 
workrooms to both retail and individual private clients on a very selective basis.  
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ABOUT THE DESIGNER  
 
Geoffrey B Small has continuously worked to raise the art and science of making individualized clothes by hand. He 
founded the Area Paris show to serve the needs of independent designers, and has pioneered many design trends 
including recycle fashion design, designer streetwear, Napoleonic-era style and his radical new medieval direction. He 
believes that great clothes and the people and techniques behind them should be valued far more highly, and that 
financial marketing considerations, together with short-term business interests, are becoming far too dominant in 
fashion. On the contrary, he insists that fashion is an art, and must be used to raise design quality, --not lower it, speak 
the truth about the world—not lie about it, and do its best to help make life better for everyone—not just an elite few. 
Geoffrey B. Small lives and works in Italy at Cavarzere, Venezia and has shown more  collections in Paris than any 
other American designer.  He is the winner of the 1979 and 1980 “America’s Next Great Designer Awards, “ MTV 
Germany’s 2005 Designerama Mens designer Award, and was selected for Daab’s 2007 Young European Designers 
Book .  Past clients have included Bonnie Raitt, Winona Ryder, Halle Berry, David Beckham, Johnny Weir,  Louis 
Vuitton Japan, Veruschka and German national team football star Thomas Hitzlsperger (currently playing in the 
European UEFA Finals this weekend in Vienna). His fall/winter 2008-9 collection will be available at IF in New York 
City, Pollyanna in England, and Journal Standard , Okura and JohnBull Private Labo stores in Tokyo, and an unlisted 
private website.  


